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We report on a quantum optical experimental implementation of teleportation of unknown p
quantum states. This realizes all of the nonlocal aspects of the original scheme proposed by Be
et al. and is equivalent to it up to a local operation. We exhibit results for the teleportation o
linearly polarized state and of an elliptically polarized state. We show that the experimental res
cannot be explained in terms of a classical channel alone. The Bell measurement in our experime
distinguish between all four Bell statessimultaneouslyallowing, in the ideal case, a 100% success rat
of teleportation. [S0031-9007(97)05275-7]

PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz, 03.67.–a, 42.50.–p, 89.70.+c
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In Ref. [1], Bennettet al. showed that an unknown
quantum state can be “disassembled into, then later
constructed from, purely classical information and pure
nonclassical Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) correl
tions.” They called this processteleportation. In their
scheme, a sender, traditionally called Alice, is given
state unknown to her. She also has one of two partic
prepared in an EPR state (such as a singlet state). S
performs a Bell measurement on the combined system
the unknown state and her EPR particle, and transmits
result of this measurement by a classical channel to Bo
who has the second of the EPR particles. Depending
the result of the measurement, Bob performs one of fo
possible unitary transformations on his particle and it wi
now be in the unknown state.

In the experiment reported in this paper we take a
approach first suggested in [2] in which a total of tw
photons, rather than three, are used. The EPR st
is realized byk-vector (or path) entanglement, and th
polarization degree of freedom of one of the photons
employed for preparing the unknown state [3]. This avoid
the difficulties associated with having three photons an
as will be seen below, makes the Bell measurement mu
0031-9007y98y80(6)y1121(5)$15.00
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more straightforward. However, this approach does pl
a restriction on us in that the preparer must prepare
state on one of the EPR photons, and so the unkno
state cannot come from outside (i.e., this means t
Alice is presented with an unknown pure state rath
than with part of an entangled state). Nevertheless,
scheme described here realizes all the nonlocal asp
of the original teleportation scheme, and is equivalent
the original scheme up to a local operation (since,
principle, any unknown state of a particle from outsi
could be swapped onto the polarization degree of freed
of Alice’s EPR particle by a local unitary operation [4]). I
particular, as in the original scheme, we emphasize tha
the preparer does not tell Alice what state he has prepa
then there is no way Alice can find out what the state is

It is worthwhile mentioning that this leads to a 100
success rate for the Bell measurement in the ideal c
rather than 50% as in previously suggested schemes [

No experiment is perfect, so we need to known ho
good the experiment has to be before we can say
have quantum teleportation. Our objective is to show t
the experimental results cannot be explained by a cla
cal channel alone (that is, without an EPR pair). Th
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1121
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consider the following scenario. With a probability of1
3

the preparer prepares one of the statesjfal sa  1, 2, 3d
which corresponds to equally spaced linearly polariz
states at 0±, 120±, and 2120±. He then gives this state
to Alice (without telling her which one it is). Alice makes
a measurement on it in an attempt to gain some inform
tion about the state. The most general measurement
can make is a positive operator valued measure [6]. S
will never obtain more information if some of the posi
tive operators are not of rank one, and thus we can ta
them all to be of rank one, that is proportional to proje
tion operators. Let Alice’s measurement haveL outcomes
labeledl  1, 2, . . . , L and let the positive operator asso
ciated with outcomel be j´ll k´l j. We require that

LX
l1

j´ll k´lj  I . (1)

Note that, in general, the statesj´ll are neither orthogonal
to each other or normalized but rather form an overcom
plete basis set. The probability of getting outcomel given
that the state prepared isjfal is jkfaj´llj2. Alice sends
the informationl to Bob over the classical channel and Bo
prepares a statejfc

l l (thec denotes that the state has bee
“classically teleported”). This state is chosen so as to gi
the best chance of passing a test for the original state. B
now passes this state onto a verifier. We suppose that
preparer has told the verifier which state he prepared a
the verifier sets his apparatus to measure the projection
erator,jfal kfaj, onto this state. The probability that the
classically teleported state will pass the test in this case
jkfajf

c
l lj2. The average probabilityS of passing the test

S 
X
a,l

1
3 jkfajf

c
l lj2 jkfaj´llj2. (2)

In the Appendix we show that this classical teleportatio
protocol must satisfy

S #
3
4 . (3)

To show that we have quantum teleportation we must sh
that the experimental results violate this inequality [7].

The experiment is shown in Fig. 1. Pairs of polariza
tion entangled photons are created directly using type
degenerate parametric down-conversion by the meth
described in Refs. [8,9]. Theb-barium borate (BBO)
crystal is pumped by a 200 mW UV cw argon laser wit
wavelength 351.1 nm. The down-converted photons ha
a wavelength of 702.2 nm. The state of the photons
this stage is 1

p
2
sjyl1jhl2 1 jhl1jyl2d. However, we want

a k-vector entangled state so next we let each photon p
through a calcite crystal (C), after which the state becom

1
p

2
sja1l ja2l 1 jb1l jb2ld jyl1jhl2 . (4)

By this method a polarization entangled state has be
converted into ak-vector entangled state. Here,ja1l jyl1,
1122
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FIG. 1. Diagram of experimental setup showing the separa
roles of the preparer, Alice, and Bob.

for example, represents the state of photon 1 in patha1
and having vertical polarization. Since each photon ha
the same polarization in each of the two paths it can tak
the polarization part of the state factors out of thek-
vector entanglement. The EPR pair for the teleportatio
procedure is provided by thisk-vector entanglement.
By means of (zero order) quarter-wave plates oriente
at some angleg to the horizontal and Fresnel rhomb
polarization rotators (R) acting in the same way on path
a1 and b1 as shown in Fig. 1, the polarization degree o
freedom of photon 1 is used by the preparer to prepare th
general state:jfl  ajyl1 1 bjhl1. This is the state to
be teleported. The state of the whole system is now

1
p

2
sja1l ja2l 1 jb1l jb2ld sajyl1 1 bjhl1d jhl2 . (5)

We now introduce four orthonormal states which are
directly analogous to the Bell states considered in [1]:

jc6l 
1

p
2

sja1l jyl1 6 jb1l jhl1d , (6)

jd6l 
1

p
2

sja1l jhl1 6 jb1l jyl1d . (7)

We can rewrite (5) by using these states as a basis:
1
2 jc1l saja2l 1 bjb2ld jhl2 1

1
2 jc2l saja2l 2 bjb2ld jhl2

1
1
2 jd1l sbja2l 1 ajb2ld jhl2

1
1
2 jd2l sbja2l 2 ajb2ld jhl2 . (8)

For Alice, it is simply a question of measuring on the basi
jc6l, jd6l. To do this we first rotate the polarization of
pathb1 by a further 90± (in the actual experiment this was
done by setting the angle of the Fresnel rhomb in pathb1

at u 1 90± rather than by using a separate plate as show
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in the figure) so that the statejb1l jyl1 becomes2jb1l jhl1
and the statejb1l jhl1 becomesjb1l jyl1. Thus,

jc6l !
1

p
2

sja1l 6 jb1ld jyl1 , (9)

jd6l !
1

p
2

sja1l 7 jb1ld jhl1 . (10)

Pathsa1 andb1 now impinge on the two input ports of an
ordinary50:50 beam splitter (BS). At this BS each of the
two polarizationsh andy interfere independently. After
BS, there are two sets of detectors DA6

and D'
A6

which are
coupled, respectively, to theh andy polarizations, being
the ones selected by two polarizing beam splitters (PBS
A click registered at D'A6

corresponds to a measuremen
onto jc6l while a click registered at DA6

corresponds to
a measurement ontojd7l. Furthermore, the positionDz
of BS is set in such a way that the detectors DA1

and
D'

A1
are excited by the photon in the state1

p
2
sja1l 1 jb1ld

while DA2
and D'

A2
are excited by state1

p
2
sja1l 2 jb1ld.

In this way each of the four Bell states [(6) and (7)] ca
be measured.

The pathsa2 andb2, taken by the photon sent to Bob
originate from backreflections at the end of the two calci
crystals and are transmitted through the BBO crystal. T
path a2 is rotated through 90± by a half-wave plate and
is combined withb2 at a polarizing beamsplittersPBSBd
oriented to transmit horizontal and to reflect vertica
polarizations. The state in (8) becomes

1
2 jc1l sbjhl2 1 ajyl2d 1

1
2 jc2l s2bjhl2 1 ajyl2d

1
1
2 jd1l sajhl2 1 bjyl2d

1
1
2 jd2l s2ajhl2 1 bjyl2d . (11)

Bob’s photon can be transformed back to the origin
state ajyl 1 bjhl by applying an appropriate unitary
transformation, depending on the outcome of Alice
measurement. However, we are simply interested
verifying that the appropriate state has been produc
at Bob’s end so, rather than performing these unita
transformations, we will simply orient (by acting on a
polarization rotator RB and on a quarter-wave plate) the
measuring apparatus at end 2 appropriately for each
Alice’s outcomes (the transformations can either be se
as active transformations or as apassivereorientation
of our reference system, with respect to which th
verification measurements are made). In the case
linear polarization the verification measurements can
accomplished by rotating the polarization of the sta
through an angleuB by means of a Fresnel rhomb device
(RB), then letting it impinge on a polarizing beam splitte
followed by two detectors DsuBd (a photon originally
incident with polarizationuB would certainly be detected
at this detector) and Dsu'

B d. In the more general case of
elliptical polarization we can add, before RB, a quarter-
).
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wave plate oriented at an anglegB with respect to the
horizontal direction.

Wide filters sDl  20 nmd were placed just before
each detector. Wide, rather than narrow, filters we
used so that the count rate was high enough to allo
measurements to be made in a few seconds in order t
problems associated with phase drift were minimized.

The beam splitter and the back reflecting mirror ac
ing on pathb2 were each mounted on a computer con
trolled micrometrical stage which could be incremente
in 0.1 mm steps. To align the system, a half-wave plat
oriented at 45± to the vertical was placed before one o
the calcite crystals to rotate the polarization by 90±. This
had the effect of sending both photons to Alice’s end o
Bob’s end. The correct values ofDz andDy were found
by looking for an interference dip in the coincidence coun
rates between DA1

and DA2
at Alice’s end, and between

Ds45±d and Ds245±d at Bob’s end. After alignment, the
half-wave plate was rotated 0± to the vertical so that it had
no effect on the polarization of photons passing throug
it. The distance between the Alice’s and Bob’s appar
tuses was about 2.5 m. The coincidence time window w
1.6 ns and each measurement was taken over runs las
10 s. Typically, there were about5 3 102 coincidence
counts during each run.

We will report separately on two aspects of the exper
ment. First, using three equally spaced linear polarizatio
settings (0±, 1120±, 2120±), we will see that the classi-
cal teleportation limit in Eq. (3) is surpassed. Second w
will see that, for some arbitrary states (linear and ellipt
cally polarized), we see all of the expected features.

Let IsuBd be the coincidence count between DsuBd
and one of Alice’s detectors. LetIk be the coincidence
rate whenuB is oriented so as to measure the projectio
operator onto the corresponding term in (11). For examp
if u  120±, then Alice’s output jd1l corresponds to
uB  230±. (In the present work all polarization angles
are referred to the horizontal direction.) LetI' be the
count rate whenuB is rotated through 90± from the value
used to measureIk. We will have Ik  kjkfjftelelj2
andI'  kjkf'jftelelj2, wherejfl is the prepared state
and jftelel is the state that is actually produced at Bob’
side by the teleportation process. If the state produc
at Bob’s end is not pure then this analysis is easi
adapted by summing over a particular decomposition
the impure state. The normalization constantk depends
on the detector efficiencies. SinceIk 1 I'  k, we show
that jkfjftelelj2  IkysIk 1 I'd. To beat the classical
teleportation limit the average value of this quantity mus
exceed3

4 . This average is taken over three equally space
linear polarizations (each weighted with probability1

3 ) and
over each of the four possible outcomes of Alice’s Be
state measurement (each weighted by1

4 ). With the average
understood to be in this sense we can writeS  fIkysIk 1

I'dgav . This quantity was measured, and we found th
S  0.853 6 0.012. This represents a violation of the
1123
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classical teleportation limit by eight standard deviation
Note, if Ik  Imax andI'  Imin (as we would expect, and
as is indeed true for the data to be discussed below), a
if the quantity in (12) is greater than34 , then the visibility
is greater than 50% (and vice versa).

Now consider in more detail one linear polarizatio
case. All of the quarter-wave plates were removed
this case. In Fig. 2, we show the count rates relat
to four simultaneouscoincidence experiments between
each outcome of Alice’s Bell state measurement (c6 and
d6) and Bob’s detector DsuBd as a function ofuB for
the particular case where the preparer prepared line
polarization withu  22.5±. Note that the displacements
of the maxima are 22.5±, 67.5±, 267.5±, and 222.5±.
These are consistent with Eq. (11), wherea  sinsud
and b  cossud. In the present experiment the detecto
Dsu'

B d is used only for the alignment of Bob’s apparatus
To prepare an elliptical polarized state we setu  0±

and insert the quarter-wave plates at angleg equal to 20±.
This produced the elliptically polarized state,

1
p

2
fsss1 1 i coss2gdddd jyl 1 sins2gd jhlg . (12)

FIG. 2. Results for a linear polarized state at 22.5± to
the horizontal obtained by foursimultaneous coincidence
experiments involving the four detectors DA at Alice’s site and
Bob’s detector DsuBd. The graphs show the coincidence rate
as a function of the angleuB. The error bars are smaller than
the dots.
1124
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To verify that the state had been teleported accordi
to Eq. (11) a quarter-wave plate was used at Bob’s en
oriented at anglegB. A different setting of this was
used corresponding to each of Alice’s outcomes. F
outcomesjd6l we setgB  6g 1 90±. This converts
the corresponding state at Bob’s side tojyl. For outcomes
jc6l we setgB  6g. This converts the corresponding
state at Bob’s side tojhl. The state was then analyze
in linear polarization over a range of values ofuB. The
results, shown in Fig. 3, demonstrate that the state after
quarter-wave plate is vertically or horizontally polarized
as required.

In this paper we have seen how a state, which
totally unknown to Alice, can be disassembled into pure
classical and purely nonlocal EPR correlations and th
reconstructed at a distant location. In the reconstructi
procedure we took an essentially passive view of t
unitary transformations. Work is currently in progress
implement the transformations in an active way by usin
fast Pockels cells fired by Alice’s detectors.
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FIG. 3. Results of four coincidence experiments the same
for Fig. 2 but for an elliptically polarized case generated b
using a quarter-wave plate at angle 20± with respect to the
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Appendix.—Define the normalized statejVll by
j´ll 

p
ml jVll where ml  k´lj´ll. By taking the

trace of (1), we obtain
P

l ml  2. The 2 here corre-
sponds to the dimension of the Hilbert space. Defin
Tl 

P
a jkfajf

c
l lj2jkfajVllj2. Then S 

P
l

1
3 mlTl.

By varying with respect to the vectorsjfc
l l and jVll we

obtainT max
l 

9
8 . Hence,S #

3
8

P
l ml 

3
4 . We obtain

(3) as required.
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